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Dear Parents
We wanted to send out a weekly newsletter to celebrate some of the amazing work that you have
been completing at home. We have been blown away by your creativity and resilience! It’s lovely
to see you completing the tasks that we have set and inventing some of your own. Keep sending
them in to us – we really miss having the children with us in school but I’m really proud that Hadrian
students will keep learning and keep smiling no matter what is thrown at them.
Thank you to the parents that have dropped off food, cakes, ice-lollies and chocolates to our inschool team. We have really appreciated how kind people have been and it’s been lovely seeing
familiar faces (at a 2 meter distance of course).
Finally, a massive thank you to all of the teachers, TAs, admin staff and parents at Hadrian. Last
Monday we were a fully functioning school, with busy corridors full of children, singing songs, playing
games and getting house points. Every day last week we would listen to the news to find out what
Boris would say next (there was no advanced warning). We would watch as our classes shrank and
our lines at lunchtime became smaller. I’m incredibly lucky to be Principal of a school where the
whole community works together, supports those that need it most, changes their entire way of
working and living whilst continuing to smile because we want the children to know that – we’ve
got this and they don’t need to be scared.
These are strange times, with spectacular people.
Enjoy the fabulous work!
Hannah Bennett
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Year 2 - Our literacy work was to write a poem about the things we love and this one
made me smile.
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Work by Year 3
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Jan Stern Megan Graham

Adverbs of manner - Riley

Expanded noun phrases work helping her younger brother with his
learning!!

Work by Year 4
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Fantasy Setting
Jan Stern
He lives in rich, awesome land called Jukuc. It is not
quite a pecaeful area because he has probably
been in a lot of wars.
His land has a castle, a lot of farms, with houses and
kinghts that protect him from wars and intruders.
Everyday everyone does some training so that
hopefully, they will not be invaded by sneaky
intruders.
The weather is cloudy, rainy and snowy with strong
thunderstorms, terrrible tornados and horrible
hurricanes.

Elsa

There are 3 large mountains and 4 large rivers in
Jukuc. There is a forest which has gigantic snakes,
large monkeys, enourmous tigers, giagantic armed
spiders, bullet ants, poision dart frogs ,jaguar, green
anacondas, black caimans,assassin bugs, tree boas
and vampire bats.
Jukuc also has lots of different types of tree - oak,
ash, apple, beech, sikta spurce, abies alba trees.
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Sentence editing - Ivet

English task

The Robotaur - Mariam

Determined, he marched through the street not knowing where to go. Suddenly, an enormous robot came out of
nowhere. The robot looked tough and mighty but most of all he looked furious and ready to battle the robotaur
(robot version of the minotaur). Obviously, the robotaur was ready to defeat him but what he didn’t know was
that the robot was mad because his lunch got away and the robots favourite food was iron, which is what the
robotour is made of. King Minos, who the person who created the robotaur, was shouting through the radio,
which was built in his helmet, to escape whilst he can but the robotaur got irritated so he took his helmet of and
smashed it on the ground. However, without his helmet he had no head so could die. He slowly started falling to
the ground this was the end of the robotaur or was it. People have been seeing a ginormous robot, which looked
like it was half a robotaur. Loads of people have been stuck in their homes because they are scared of the robot,
which is roaming around the forest. Has someone merged together the two robots we might not know or is that
person the one who has wrote this story we may never know.

The dead, yellow grass crunched beneath my feet, as I stepped towards the large temple. The door I was going to,
had a weird glowing sign, with the words ‘MAIN Entrance’ written across it. My heart was pumping right out of my
chest, for I didn’t know what I could encounter in this building. Shaking nervously, my hand clutched the cold
metal handle, and twisted it, opening the hard wooden door. I held my breath and closed my eyes, expecting the
worst, and stepped into the main entrance. This wasn’t the temple, and was just an entrance so you could prepare
yourself. Maybe prepare yourself right before your death. Thinking of this, I got a shiver down my spine, but I
knew it had to be done. Shivering uncontrollably, I sat down on a surprisingly clean wooden bench, and took deep
breaths, my feet twisting violently on the squeaky floor. Would this be my death day, or victory day? Who knows?
I felt a sudden strength, as I stood up, trying to be as brave as possible, and walked down a long hallway, which led
to a few metal doors. Was this a maze? I thought about what to do. I regretted entering, but I had to do this. I had
to get this crystal, to free humanity from these evil creatures! Could I? Was I brave enough? I wondered what to
do, as I’d never be able to tell what was behind these seven doors. There might be a different way, or a right door,
or there might be more maze hidden within these doors! No way could I break in through the doors, as they were
cold and hard metal doors. Now thinking about it, how was I going to open the doors anyways? There was no
handle, but a tiny lock, right about where the handle should be. I couldn’t do this, or could I? I walked slowly back
to the main entrance and sat down, occasionally springing back up to check out the doors. Then an idea came to
my mind. I could go around and find a different way to get in, as the sign outside said MAIN Entrance, meaning
there must be some other side entrances! I felt like the smartest person in the world, even though I probably
wasn’t! Skipping with delight, but still a bit of fear, I headed outside, and looked around the building for another
door.
Clara
Sentence editing - Sahir

Work by Year 6
Jan

Elliot and his little sister have been making cards
to post to elderly neighbours, relatives and care
homes. A lovely idea and spreading happiness!

Nasri and Jasmine have been
completing the Joe Wicks workout
every morning. Fantastic to see them
keeping active.

Holly May has been working
super hard to improve her times
table recall.

An example of the maths work
being completed in year 6.
This one was by Ana.

Year 6 have sent some fantastic writing. Here are some examples of their work.
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Jasmine and Nasri worked together on
this piece of work. Nasri did the writing
and Jasmine the drawing.

Advertising Your Town!
Does your family need a weekend away? Well, come to Dunstable! This town
ought to be the right place for you. You may experience fun and exciting
places, such as zoos, theatres, a church or even a walk in the park! One of
our best attractions here in Dunstable is Whipsnade Zoo it is enjoyable and
interesting. There are spectacular shows with penguins, lions, birds and many
more! This attraction is mainly for children, but feel free to come if you are an
adult; I know you will be pleased with your visit afterward.
DID YOU KNOW: ZSL Whipsnade zoo is home to over 3000 animals representing
over 200 species.

Do you like shows and performances? Well, the Grove Theatre is definitely the
perfect choice for you. The plays here are amazing; I h ave never seen a
better theatre and excellent actors! They have performed fairy -tale stories for
children as well as shows for parents and seniors.
FUN FACT: The Grove Theatre is a 780 -seat regional theatre which first opened
its doors to the public on 21st April 2007.

Why not take a visit to Priory Church? It is one of the best examples of
Norman architecture in England. Priory Church was founded in 1132 by King
Henry I. It is small but perfectly formed and has amazing historical artefacts,
including an ancient bell and the original door which has bullet holes in it
from the civil war!

None of those? Well, Dunstable Downs is a fun place to visit if you enjoy the
fresh smell of nature. The staff there is friendly and gets you involved with a
lot of enjoyable activities. In Summer, they do Easter egg hunts and always
park ice-cream vans on the fields. In Spring, there are Discovery Trails, which
tell you lots of facts about Wildlife. So get down there, grab your coffee and
enjoy the rest of your day!
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